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ABSTRACT
Accidental gas and dust explosions constitute a tremendous hazard for personnel and equipment
in industries dealing with flammable gases and explosive materials. Historically, the coal mine
industry has one of the highest occupational fatality and injury rates, claiming hundreds of
miners’ lives every year. To reduce the risk of mining scenarios, a joint team of West Virginia
University and Worcester Polytechnic Institute are developing a comprehensive analytical,
computational and experimental platform that will eventually be able to quantify the probability
of a fire initiation and/or a deflagration-to-detonation transition as well as the methodologies
how to terminate or, at least, mitigate these disasters. Within the frame of this research, a
predictive scenario of a methane-air fire in a dusty-gaseous environment of a mining passage is
being developed. Among various mechanisms responsible for the flame acceleration such as
combustion instability, turbulence, acoustics, and wall friction, the acceleration due to a fingershaped flame front plays a dominant role here, because this mechanism is scale-invariant and,
thereby, Reynolds-independent. This finger-flame acceleration is very powerful, promoting the
speed of the fire spreading by an order of magnitude. However, this acceleration scenario is
limited in time: it is terminated as soon as the flame skirt contacts a passage wall. While the
existing analytical formulation of this predictive scenario is based on the incompressible
approximation, in this particular study, the effects of gas compressibility on the mining fire
scenario are quantified by means of the analytical and computational endeavors. It is shown that
gas compressibility generally moderates the flame acceleration, and the result depends on various
thermal-chemical parameters. While the effect of compressibility is minor (say, providing a 35% reduction) for lean and rich methane-air pre mixtures, thereby justifying the incompressible
formulation in that case, it appears significant (provides a reduction of 10-20%) for nearstoichiometric methane-air combustion, and therefore should be incorporated into a rigorous
formulation. Starting with gaseous fuels, the formulation is then extended to dusty- gaseous
flows. Specifically, the effects of equivalence ratio and dust size/concentration on the flame
characteristics, such as the flame speed and temperature, are systematically investigated. In this
respect, combustible and inert dusts, as well as their mixture, are studied.
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NOMENCLATURE
Symbols
c

Speed of Sound (m/s)

Cp

Specific Heat at constant Pressure of the air fuel mixture (kJ/kgK)

C

Total heat capacity (kJ/kg)

Cv

Heat capacity of fresh air fuel mixture at a constant Volume(kJ/kgK)

Cs

Heat capacity of dust particles(kJ/kgK)

H

Distance of the point of ignition from a tunnel wall (m)

Ku

Thermal conductivity (K·m·W−1)

Le

Lewis number

Lf

Flame thickness (m)

rs

Particle Radius

n

Number of particles per unit volume (m-3)

Pr

Prandtl number

Q

Heat released during combustion (kJ)

x

Distance along vertical direction (m)

h

Characteristic length scale (m)

Re

Flame propagation Reynolds number

Rf

Radius of the flame skirt (m)

v

T

Temperature (K)

Tb

Adiabatic flame temperature (K)

Ts

Surface temperature of dust particles

Tv

Temperature at which devolatilization process is initiated

tr

The time which the coal particles stay in the flame (sec)

tsph

Time Taken for evolution from spherical flame to Fig.ure flame (sec)

t

Time (sec)

twall

Time taken for the flame skirt to contact the wall (sec)

SL

Unstretched laminar flame speed (m/s)

UDL

Instantaneous global flame speed with respect to the fuel mixture (taking into
account the DL instability) (m/s)

w'v

Devolatalization rate (kg/m3s)

wv

Total mass of volatilities released per unit volume

z

Distance along axial direction (m)

Ze

Zeldovich number

Ma

Mach Number

Greek Symbols
Θ

Thermal expansion coefficient

Ѵ

kinematic viscosity (m2/s)



Fuel-air equivalence ratio

vi



Instantaneous flame expansion factor



Density (g/cm3)

DL

Darrieus-Landau cutoff wavelength

b

Burnt matter

f

Flame conditions

s

Dust particles

x

Vertical coordinate

z

Axial coordinate

1

Fresh air fuel mixture

2

Burnt matter

0

Stagnation State

Super Script
*

Properties changed due to Coal Particles

**

Properties changed due to inert sand particles

***

Properties changed due to combination of both inert and coal particles
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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Introduction into Combustion
Combustion is a very old phenomenon. Indeed, a fire accompanied our primitive ancestors for
millennia, providing them with heat and light, and thereby protecting from coldness, darkness,
predators and stomach bacteria. Obviously, human fascination and addiction to combustion led
to comprehensive investigations of this phenomenon. A combustion process occurs when a fuel
gets oxidized, due to the presence of oxygen in the environment (say, atmosphere); this is a selfsustained and exothermic reaction. As illustrated in Fig. 1.1, the essential conditions for
combustion are

Fig. 1.1: Essential condition for combustion [1]

 Presence of a fuel (typically, hydrogen or hydrocarbon);
 Presence of an oxidizer (typically, air or pure oxygen; sometimes, fluorine);
 Suitable fuel to oxidizer ratio (equivalence ratio); and
 Ignition energy needed to be deposited to initiate the process.
In the one-step approximation, a hydrocarbon combustion reaction is given by
m
m
CnHm (n  ) O 2 nCO2  H 2O ,
2
2

(1.1)
1

with hydrocarbon compounds as typical fuels in the nature and industry; carbon dioxide ( CO2 )
and water vapor ( H 2O ) being the burning products; and accompanied by inert nitrogen N2 from
the air, when air is the oxidizer.
By the manner of processing, people distinguish premixed and non-premixed (or diffusion)
regimes of combustion. Premixed burning occurs when both the fuel and the oxidizers are
originally mixed such that, once ignited, a combustion wave front would propagate through the
premixture in a self-supportive manner. The examples include gaseous appliances, gas turbines
and spark-ignition (SI) engines, i.e. Otto (gasoline) engines. In contrast, diffusion burning occurs
in combustors, where the fuel and the oxidizer were originally separated such that combustion is
driven and accompanied by their mixing, i.e. diffusion. The examples are burning candles, forest
fires or Diesel (compression-ignition; CI) engines.
This thesis is devoted to premixed combustion. The burning rate and the combustion efficiency
depend on the equivalence ratio of the air/fuel mixture, which is the ratio of the actual fraction of
the fuel in a mixture to that needed for the reaction. Mixtures having more fuel that needed for
the reaction with the available amount of oxidizer have  1 and are called (fuel)-rich ones. In
contrast, in the case of the oxidizer abundance over the fuel,  1 , the mixture is called to be a
(fuel)-lean one. The mixtures with 1 are called the stoichiometric mixtures. In most cases,

near-stoichiometric air-fuel mixtures burns more efficiently and have higher burning rates as
compared to the fuel-rich and fuel-lean mixtures.

1.2 Compressible Flows
A standard approach employed in numerous fluid mechanics studies is that of an incompressible
2

flow, which means that the fluid density is assumed to be constant. However, a fluid element is

3

typically compressed in the practical reality, due to its interactions with the neighboring parcels,
pressure forces, chemical reactions and heat transfer. The latter is of relevance to combustion.
The density variations are primarily due to the pressure variation along the fluid flow. Hence, in
the practical reality, we have to deal with compressible flows, where we account for the density
change across a fluid. An important dimensionless parameter characterizing a compressible flow
is the Mach number, Ma u / c , where u is the characteristic flow velocity and c is the sound

speed, being c  RT in the ideal gas model, where  c p / cv is the adiabatic index, R the

specific gas constant and T the temperature (in K).
The Mach number is a threshold separating two types of flows – subsonic (Ma 1) and
supersonic (Ma 1) , which have different properties and need qualitatively different numerical

methods of investigation.

1.3 Regimes and Parameters of Premixed Combustion. Planar Flames
In terms of Mach numbers, there are two conceptually different regimes of premixed combustion
– deflagration (also known as “flame”) and detonation. Deflagration is a slow, subsonic regime,
where the reaction propagates due to thermal conduction (and diffusion). In contrast, detonation
is a fast, supersonic regime of burning, which is driven by shock waves, which compress and
thereby preheat the unburnt gas. Sometimes, a spontaneous deflagration-to-detonation transition
(DDT) may occur. This is a huge disaster, preventing which is a key demand from the viewpoint
of fire safety, and is one of the motivations of this study.
Figure 1.2 shows the internal structure of an “ideal” (planar, adiabatic) premixed deflagration
3

(flame) front, with the associated temperature and density profiles presented in Fig. 1.3. Here,
the flame front propagates from the right to the left. The reaction goes, majorly, in a thin active

4

reaction zone, where the temperature is close to that of the burnt matter. The key parameters of
such a flame are

Fig. 1.2: A schematic view of a flame front travelling in an unburnt air fuel mixture [2]

Fig. 1.3: Temperature and density variations across a flame front [2]

 The thermal expansion coefficient (density drop at the flame front),  u / b Tb / Tu .
Typically, 5 10 such that with normal (room) temperature of the fuel being ~ 300 K we
find the adiabatic flame (burnt matter) temperature as large as 1500 K ~ 3000 K (the
associated thermal expansion for the detonation is typically twice larger or about) [3].
 The upstretched laminar (planar) flame speed S L (10 1 ~ 101 )m / s .
 The characteristic flame thickness, which us conventionally defined as L f Dth / S L , where

Dth is the thermal diffusivity coefficient. It is nevertheless noted that the quantity L f is
4

rather a characteristic transport parameter of length dimension, being typically,

5

L f (10

6

~ 104 )m , while the realistic width of the burning zone (determined by the

temperature gradient) uses to appear up to an order of magnitude larger. In fact, L f rather

correlates with the width of the active reaction zone than the real thermal flame thickness.
Anyway, the quantity L f is certainly much less than a characteristic size of a combustor, as

illustrated in Fig. 1.4. For this reason, the conventional assumption of an infinitely thin flame
(the so-called Landau limit) is widely employed in the combustion theory.

Fig. 1.4: Movement of a flame front with respect to the unburnt air fuel mixture [4]

2 FLAME ACCELERATION MECHANISMS
While a planar flame front of Figs. 1.2 - 1.4 would be simplest to investigate, it occurs ultimately
seldom in the practical reality. Indeed, laboratory and industrial flames are usually corrugated. A
curved flame front has a larger surface area relative to a planar one, involving the same mixture
and under the same conditions; therefore, it consumes more fuel per unit time and release more
6

heat, thereby propagating faster than the planar flame. Thus the flame accelerates.
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Various mechanisms can be responsible for such corrugation-driven acceleration. This includes,
in particular, turbulence, acoustics, combustion instabilities as well as numerous peculiarities of
flame propagation in pipes/tunnels. The latter is the core of this thesis; hence let us focus here on
the acceleration mechanisms of flames in tubes, which are due to
 Finger-like flame shape [5-7];
 Wall friction (Schelkin mechanism) [8-14];
 In-built Obstacles [15,16].
All of them are introduced in brief below as follows.

2.1. Finger Fame Acceleration
Exponential acceleration is observed in premixed combustion during the early stages of the
burning process due to a finger-shape acquired by a flame front [5-7]. Here, one of the tube ends
is closed and the other end is open. Here, ignition occurs at the closed end.

Fig. 2.1: Due to symmetry the flame is initially the flame is globally hemispherical [6].

Fig. 2.2: Hemispherical Flame at the preliminary stage of combustion [6]

First, the movement of the flame front is constrained by the presence of tube walls, however the
flame tip motion is unconstrained, and the flame expands freely. This results in flame getting

8

corrugated and its shape transforms from globally hemispherical to finger shape. This results in
an increase in flame surface area and burning rate ultimately leading to flame acceleration.

Fig. 2.3: Transition of a hemispherical flame to a finger flame [6]

However, this acceleration ceases as soon the flame skirt touches the tube walls. The flame
begins to decelerate as and the flame shape transforms from finger shape to tulip shape.

Fig. 2.4: Tulip Flame [6]

The tulip shape is very unstable and hence it collapses to become a planar flame. Since planar
flames are very unstable, the flame again becomes corrugated due to the Darrieus-Landau (DL)
instability.

Fig. 2.5: DL flame [6]

2.2 Wall Friction (Shelkin) Acceleration
Spontaneous flame acceleration in a tube was explained by Shelkin [8]. Initially the flame is
planar. Due to thermal expansion during the combustion process, the burnt matter pushes the
unburnt air-fuel mixture. This flow of unburnt air-fuel mixture is called generated flow. The fluid
in the vicinity of the walls is almost immobile due to nonslip boundary conditions; however, near
9

the tube axis it attains the maximum velocity. Hence, the profile of air fuel mixture changes. This
results in a change in the flame shape and an increase in the burning rate.

Fig. 2.6: Flame Corrugation due to the Schelkin Mechanism [8]

Fig. 2.7: Steps involved in Schelkin Mechanism [8]
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2.3 The Bychkov Mechanism (Obstacles)
The Bychkov mechanism of flame acceleration [15,16] deals with combustion in obstructed
pipes as illustrated in Fig. 2.8. Acceleration occurs due to the presence of obstacles. Similar to
the finger flame acceleration, the movement of flame is constrained by the tube wall and
unconstrained free expansion of burnt matter is observed in the unobstructed region of the
channel. In the pockets between the obstacles, combustion is delayed. The thermal expansion in
the obstructed region further intensifies the generated flow in the unobstructed region. It
promotes a jet-flow, leading to flame acceleration [15,16].

R

αR

Fig. 2.8: Description of Byckhov mechanism [15,16]
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3 LITERATURE REVIEW
Accidental gas/dust explosions constitute a tremendous hazard for personnel and equipment in
industries dealing with flammable gases and explosive materials such as the coal mining industry.
The latter has one of the highest occupational fatality and injury rates, claiming hundreds of
miners’ lives annually [17]. Mining accidents are typically associated with spontaneous methane
explosions in dusty mining passages, followed by comprehensive methane- air-dust fires.
Preventive mining fire safety strategies include: prevention of the fire initiation (explosion);
suppression/mitigation of the fire spreading if it was nevertheless sparked; and (if a fire cannot
be terminated) prevention of a deflagration-to-detonation transition (DDT), because a shock-wise
nature of a detonation constitutes a huge disaster in mines even without combustion. These
strategies require fundamental understanding of all intermediate stages of the methane-air- dust
fire evolution. Unfortunately, in spite of recent experimental [18] computational [19,20] and
theoretical [21] studies shedding some light on dusty-gaseous combustion, there is still much to
be done to reduce the level of fire/explosion risk in mines and managing combustible dusts [17].

Fig. 3.1: Consecutive stages of the mining fire scenario: (a) ignition of an expanding flame; (b)
formation of a cellular flame structure; (c) finger-flame acceleration; (d) flame propagation driven by
wall-friction; and (e) flame spreading through obstacles [22].
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To provide guidance for preventing and controlling fire disasters in mines, Akkerman et al [22]
have developed a predictive quantitative scenario of a methane-air-dust mining fire, as illustrated
in Fig. 3.1. As any premixed flame, fire spreading is characterized by the unstretched laminar
flame velocity S L ; if a flame front was planar, it would propagate with this speed with respect to
the fuel mixture. However, the flame front is not planar, but strongly corrugated such that it
consumes more fuel per unit time and propagates faster. Further, the experiments by Rockwell
and Rangwala [23] yielded that flame corrugation increases with the presence of dust particles.
The scenario includes several conceptually distinctive stages [22]. First, an initially smooth
flame front, Fig. 3.1a, experiences a cellular Darrieus-Landau (DL) instability that may amplify
the flame velocity by an order of magnitude in a space of a human height size, Fig. 3.1b [24].
Second, when a flame front starts approaching the tunnel wall, it slows down in the radial
direction but accelerates in the axial one, thereby acquiring a “finger-like” shape, Fig. 3.1c [5-7].
Overall, the finger-flame surface area grows very fast, which promotes the flame velocity by one
more order of magnitude by the time when the flame front contacts a wall [6]. This finger-shape
acceleration is Reynolds-independent, being equally strong in micro-pipes and mining passages.
Third, finger-like acceleration stops after a flame front contacts a wall. Then the flame may
further accelerate due to wall friction, Fig. 3.1d [8-14], and/or in-built obstacles, Fig. 3.1e
[15,16]. However, while both of these acceleration mechanisms are of primary importance for
some configurations, their role is minor in a mining passage [22]. Consequently, the finger
acceleration is the dominant mechanism in a mining deflagration, and thereby this was a focus of
Ref. [22]. Specifically, the “DL” and “finger” acceleration stages in gaseous and dusty
environments were combined into a unified analytical formulation. The input parameters for this
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formulation include the geometry of a mining passage, the methane/air equivalence ratio as well
as the size, concentration and other properties of the inert/combustible dust.

4 MOTIVATION AND OBJECTIVES
It is noted that the “pilot” formulation [22] did not account for certain factors from the mining
practical reality such as turbulence and spatial/temporal variations of the premixture, but what is
more important – it was derived within the approach of incompressible flows. While this is
acceptable for initial (isobaric) stage of combustion, gas compression certainly becomes
substantial by the end of the “finger” stage, Fig. 3c, when a flame front may attain near-sonic
velocities. Gas compression moderates flame acceleration in various configurations [7,14,16],
hence the same effect is anticipated in a mining geometry, and verifying this statement
constitutes the objectives and focus of the present work. To be specific, we shall quantify the role
of gas compression in finger flame acceleration in a mining passage, thereby validating the
incompressible formulation [22]. For simplicity, a two-dimensional (2D) configuration will be
used, which is acceptable to relate the incompressible and compressible analyses; a realistic
three-dimensional (3D) configuration will be considered elsewhere. Specifically, we shall
actually develop a 2D counterpart of the theory [22] and then extend it to account and identify
the relative contribution of gas compression. Starting with gaseous combustion, the formulation
will also be extended to dusty-gaseous flows. The effects of equivalence ratio and dust
size/concentration on the flame dynamics will be systematically studied investigated.

14

5 FORMULATION
We consider an accidental ignition of a methane-air premixture occurring at a point at a distance

h from a side wall of a 2D tunnel, as illustrated in Fig. 3.1. At the early stage of burning, the
flame front expands outwardly from the ignition point, as a circle, with a constant velocity
dR f / dt S L with respect to the ignition point, Fig. 3.1a, where R f is the flame radius,

  u /  b the thermal expansion factor, which is coupled to the equivalence ratio , and S L
the unstretched laminar flame speed; see Table 1 [25]. As the flame “circle” grows, the DL
instability will eventually develop, continuously generating new cells over the flame surface,
thereby increasing the volumetric flame surface density [24]. As a result, an expanding flame
self-accelerates in a self-similar manner, Fig. 3.1b. According to numerous experimental and
computational studies, a reasonable fitting law for such acceleration is [24]
, C DL / 2

R f R0 Ct Ct
n

S L / n
,

n

1n

(5.1)

n

where n 1.3 1.4 , and DL is the DL cutoff wavelength which depends on  and is

proportional to the flame thickness L f . Here we employ the formula [26]



 DL 2 L f 1 1 ln  12



(5.2)

such that  DL 25L f , though any other formulation for DL can readily be incorporated into the
analysis. With the power-law flame acceleration, Eq. (5.1), the instantaneous global (radial)
flame speed with respect to the fuel mixture is not S L const , but a time-dependent quantity

f
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1
n1
U DL  dR / dt nC / t .

(5.3)

ϕ

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1

1.1

1.2

1.3

1.4

Θ

5.54

6.11

6.65

7.12

7.48

7.55

7.43

7.28

7.09

16

S L (m/s) 0.089

0.169

0.254

0.325

0.371

0.383

0.345

0.250

0.137

Table 5.1: Methane-air flame parameters [25]

Equations (5.1) – (5.3) describe the accelerative flame expansion in an opening. However, when
a flame starts approaching (even not contacting yet!) a (tunnel) wall, the difference between the
radial and axial flows modifies the flame shape, forming two outwardly propagating “fingerlike” fronts, Fig. 3.1c. In fact, the expansion of the burning matter leads to a strong flow in the
axial direction, which drifts the tip of a finger-shaped flame. Because of the elongated shape, the
surface area of the flame front is much larger than the passage cross-section. As a result, the
flame accelerates. However, this acceleration stops as soon as the flame “skirt” contacts the
passage wall.
Similar to Ref. [22], we next combine the above expanding flame analyses with a finger-flame
formulation [6] by employing a time-dependent quantity U DL (t) , Eq. (5.3), instead of S L . Then,
with the approach of a potential flow, the 2D incompressible continuity equation, u 0 , has the
solutions
u z,1  A1 t z , u x,1 A1 t h x ,

u z,2 A2 t z ,

u x,2 A2 t x .

(5.4)

For the z- and x-velocities ahead (index 1) and behind (index 2) the flame front. The matching
conditions at the front, x R f , are
dR f / dt u x,1 U DL t  ,

u x,1 u x,2 1U DL t  ,

u z,1 u z,2 .

Equations (5.3) – (5.5) provide the evolution equation for the flame skirt
dR f / dt
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(5.5)





 

 1 1 / h 1 U DL
R f





 1
1R f

 

/ h 1 nC /
t n1
,
(5.6)
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with
A1 A2 1U DL t  / h ,
the initial condition R f

t0

(5.7)

0 , and the solution

R t  h  
 1
1 exp 
1 

f

h



Ct


.

n

(5.8)

 

A characteristic time instant devoted to the transition from a globally-spherical to a finger-like
flame shape, t sph , as well as the corresponding flame velocity U DL (t sph ) and “radius” R f (t sph )

can be evaluated as
t sph h  1C 1/ n ,

(5.9)

U DL t sph  nC / t n1 n C / 1/ n h 2(1)(n1) / n ,

(5.10)

sph

  



R f t sph  1e 1 h  10.632h  1 .

(5.11)

The evolution equation for the flame tip reads
dZ tip / dt u z,2 U DL t 

(5.12)

dZ tip / dt 1Z tip / hU DL t  U DL t  ,

(5.13)

or

with the solution


 (1) Ct n 


exp 
 1.

 h 

Z tip t

1 





h 

(5.14)
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The flame tip velocity in the laboratory reference frame is therefore
dZ tip
 (1) Ct n 
n
U tip t 

dt

n C t

1

exp 
 

.
h 

(5.15)

The flame skirt contacts the tunnel wall when R f h , i.e. at the time instant t wall given by
twall h ln  1C1/ n

(5.16)
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n
such that t wall / t sph  ln . The quantities t sph , Eq. (5.9), and t wall , Eq. (5.16), determines the

limits of the finger flame acceleration. They are presented in Fig. 5.1 versus the methane-air
equivalence ratio  for n 1.4 and h 1m , with the relation between  and  from Table
5.1. Obviously, near-stoichiometric combustion corresponds to largest  and thereby fastest
flame propagation and shortest t sph and t wall , while very lean or rich combustion spreads much

slower, making these timings an order of magnitude larger. The finger-flame acceleration
terminates at t wall , with the flame tip position, Eq. (12), at this instant being Z tip t wall h ,
and the flame tip velocity being U tip t wall nCt (n1) / n .
wall

Fig. 5.1: The time limitations of the finger flame acceleration, t sph , Eq. (5.9), and t wall , Eq. (5.16),
versus the equivalence ratio ϕ for methane-air flames with h 1m, n 1.4

5.1 Accounting for Compressibility
21

The analysis above is a 2D counterpart of the formulation [22]. We next extend it to account for
small but finite Mach number based on the methodology of Ref. [7]. Namely, the approach is
based on the first-order extension in small, but finite Mach number associated with the flame

22

propagation. However, while such a Mach number was constant, Ma S L / c0 , in Ref. [7], here

this is a time-dependent quantity
Mat U DL t  c0 nC / t n1 c 0

(5.17)

where U DL (t) is given by Eq. (5.3) and c0 is the initial sound speed in the fresh mixture. While
combustion is substantially subsonic, Ma 1, the flow in the unburnt gas can be treated as
isentropic, with the instantaneous density, pressure and temperature given by
2 /(1)

  1 u z,1 (t) 
 u (t) 1


0
2
c

0


 Z tip (t) 

1 Ma(t)11 
,
h 



2 /(1)

Pu (t) 

1  1 u z,1 (t) 


P

2
c 0 
0


Tu (t)
T0

Z (t) 
1 Ma(t)1
1  tip 
,

h 

 1 u z ,1 (t )  2

1 
2


c0

(5.18)



(5.19)

Z tip (t ) 

 1  1Ma(t)11 



h




(5.20)

(see Ref. [3] for more details). Here  c p / cv 1.4 is the adiabatic index and  0 , P0 ,T0 are
initial values in the unburnt gas. Instead of initial thermal expansion , here we use an
instantaneous (reduced) expansion factor

(t)  1Ma(t)1 1 Z tip (t) / h.
2

(5.21)

The 2D continuity equation for small but finite compressibility, u (Pu / t) / Pu , has the
solution in the burnt gas
u x 

1

Pu

Pu

 1 
t

( ) 
u z 

x,
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u

P z
u .

P

 (5.22)
 





1



U
D
L

t

t
h
Substituting Eqs. (5.17) – (5.22) into a modified Eq. (5.12),
Z tip u z,2 (t)(t)U DL (t) ,

(5.23)
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and further neglecting second and higher order terms in Ma , we eventually arrive to the final
evolution equation for the flame tip

2 nCt
n1
 (1)  1
 Ztip  nCt n1 
1



dt
c 0

h  

dZtip






1 (

1) 

Ztip    


 
1

2



nCt n1  Ztip   nCt n1

1

  h 
c 0 
 h

 Ztip n(n 1)Ct
1 


h 

n2

c0


 1  1 Ztip n2C 2t 2n2 .



h



(5.24)

hc 0

6 THE RUNGE-KUTTA METHOD OF NUMERICAL INTEGRATION
Equation (5.24) cannot be solved analytically; hence, we integrate it numerically employing the
Runge-Kutta computational technique to achieve high-order accuracy of numerical integration.
Here the basics of the method are recalled. Assume he have a first-order differential equation
dy

 f (t, y) ,

(6.1)

dt
having an initial boundary condition
y(t 0) y 0 ,

(6.2)

and the numerical scheme is defined with a grid size t . The solution for the next grid point is
t

yt t yt 

(k1 2k 2 2k 3 k 4) ,

(6.3)

6
k 1  f (t, yt ) ,

(6.4)

k2  f (t t , yt t k1 ) ,
2
2

(6.5)
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t
t k2 ) ,
, yt 
2
k3  f (t  2

(6.6)
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k4  f (t t, yt tk3 ) ,

(6.7)

The total accumulated error is of the order of magnitude O((t)4 ) . Hence the grid size t is

taken as a very small value.

7 RESULTS and DISCUSSION (Gaseous Combustion)
Equation (5.24) describes the effect of gas compression on finger flame acceleration in a mining
passage. It has been solved numerically and compared to the incompressible formulation (5.14),
(5.15) for a variety of methane-air parameters. Since, the DL velocity ( U DL ) is a power law with
time and consequently low Mach number Ma(t) , during the early stages of combustion i.e. from
the beginning till “finger” transition at the instant t sph we ignore the effect of compressibility.
Specifically, Fig. 7.1 presents the methane-air flame evolution for various  0.6 ~ 1.4 , between
the instants t sph , Eq. (5.9) and t wall , Eq. (5.16), i.e. during the entire finger flame scenario.

Figure 7.1a shows the flame tip position, while its velocity is shown in Fig. 7.1b. In both figures
the compressible, Eq. (5.24), and incompressible, Eqs. (5.14), (5.15), formulations are shown by
the solid and dashed lines, respectively. It is seen that in agreement with our anticipation, gas
compression moderates the acceleration process. Still, the effect is minor for lean and rich
mixtures, whereas it is substantial for near-stoichiometric combustion (strongest acceleration).

The same result is also justified in Fig. 7.2, where the maximal flame tip position, Z tip (t wall ) ,
Fig. 7.2a, and velocity U tip (t wall ) , Fig. 7.2b, are presented versus . Figure 7.2a is probably the
most interesting result of this work as it shows a qualitative difference between the
27

incompressible and compressible approaches. Indeed, while the incompressible analysis
anticipatively yields the maximal Z tip (t wall ) for near-stoichiometric combustion,  1.1 , with

28

the reductions in Z tip (t wall ) for leaner and richer flames, Eq. (5.24) shows a monotonic increase
in Z tip (t wall ) with  within the entire range.

(a)

(b)
FIG. 7.1: Comparison of the incompressible (dashed) and compressible (solid) formulations: evolution
of the flame tip position Z tip (a) and its velocity U tip (b) for methane-air flames of various equivalence
ratios:

 0.6; 0.8; 1.0; 1.4 .
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Specifically, it grows noticeably in the lean (0.6  0.9) and rich (1.1  1.3) branches,
being near-constant for 0.9  1.1 . Opposite trends that the curves in Fig. 7.2a exhibit for

1.1 justify the role of gas compression that may control the acceleration process for reach

flames. However, this is not the case for Fig. 7.2b, where both approaches show qualitatively the
same trends for the maximal flame tip velocity U tip (t wall ) . Nevertheless, a noticeably

quantitative difference is also seen in Fig. 7.2b: the reduction in U tip (t wall ) due to gas
compression varies from 3-5 % for lean/rich mixtures till the maximum of 22% for  1.1 . Such
a reduction of the maximal velocity attained by a flame during the finger acceleration scenario
certainly diminishes the risk of DDT as compared to the incompressible predictions [22].
Nevertheless, even Eq. (5.24) shows 1-2 orders of magnitude increase in the flame velocity as
compared to the nominal value S L .

As a result, we have validated the incompressible formulation [22] for various equivalence ratios
as shown in Figs. 7.10 and 7.2. To be rigorous, Eq. (5.16) for t wall should also be extended to

account for gas compression: moderation of acceleration makes a flame front contacting the
tunnel wall later. However, t wall depends on gas compression very slightly [7], so this effect is

neglected here.
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(a)

(b)
FIG. 7.2: Comparison of the incompressible (dashed) and compressible (solid) formulations: maximal
coordinate Z tip (t wall ) (a) and velocity U tip (t wall ) (b), attained by a methane-air flame tip during the
finger flame acceleration, versus the equivalence ratio .

8 EXTENSION TO DUSTY-GASEOUS COMBUSTION
We next extend the analysis to dusty-gaseous combustion, since the presence of dust often plays
a key role for the fire safety in coal mines [23,26-28]. In particular, combustible (say, coal) dust
may spark a flame, promote its acceleration and even trigger DDT. On the other hand, inert dust
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particles (say, sand) may appear a “remedy” to prevent/mitigate a fire. The laminar flame
velocity may either increase or decrease in the presence of dust. On the one hand, it is promoted
by the effect of volatiles released from coal particles through the gaseous mixture, which appears
an additional fuel source for the combustion process. On the other hand, dust particles gain heat
from the flame during the devolatilization process, thereby acting as a heat sink [28]. Due to
absorption of energy by the inert dust particles the energy available for the continual of the
combustion process is reduced. This results in lowering of the burning .Historically, dust
explosions has been very hazardous and has globally claimed thousands of lives. The Benxihu
Colliery mine explosion disaster (April 26, 1942) was a very catastrophic incident which claimed
over 1,500 lives. This over one third of the workers working during that day were killed and the
mine was consequently shut for a year. Recently, the West Pharmaceutical Services explosion
mine disaster in USA (09 February, 2003) resulted in the death of over 200 miners. Explosion in
mines occur primarily due to the presence of combustible methane in the coal mine. The heat
generated during the combustion of methane causes the temperature of the air to rise. This raise
in temperature leads to the expansion of air, building up pressure in the mine. This leads to the
air ahead of the combustion zone to compress and a shock wave is created. The coal dust
particles is relatively difficult to ignite compared to methane, however the heat associated with
the combustion of coal dust is very higher compared to methane. The higher energy involved
with the combustion of coal dust leads to mining explosion. However, the dust explosion has
been rarely studied in combustion literature and is one of the main focus of our work.

8.1. Combustible Dust
The Seshadri formulation [28] gave a relation between the laminar flame speed and the flame
temperature ( T f ) is given as
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S d ,L





2Bk

1


Ze  u CT exp

u


a 
,
Ru T f 

E

(8.1)

where Ze is the Zeldovich number and E a is the activation energy. The laminar flame speed is

seen to increase with the flame temperature ( T f ). The characteristic Zeldovich number is
denoted by the formulae



Ea T f Tu
Ze 

R T2
u


.

(8.2)

f

The coal dust are suspended in the air of coal mines. These coal dusts have combustible volatilities
in them. During accidental ignition in coal mines, the combustible volatilities evaporate from
the coal dust. This results in an increase in local equivalence ratio of the fuel. The raise in
equivalence ratio results in an increment in the fuel available for combustion and thereby
increasing the flame temperature ( T f ), resulting in the increase in the laminar flame velocity.
The equivalence ratio increase depends on the mass of the volatilities evaporated. The amount
of volatilities depends on the devolatilization rate ( wv), residence time ( tr ). The
devolatilization rate ( wv) rate is given by the power law with respect to temperature as below
wv Ans 4r 2TsN , where, A and N are known constants. The particle temperature ( Ts ) is
calculated as Ts (Tv Tb ) / 2 , The amount of the volatalities present at unit volume is given by,
where ns (cs / s ) / Vs , where Vs 4rs 3 / 3 denotes the volume of the particle. Here Tv is a

temperature at which the devolatilization starts and is about the magnitude 600K. The residence
time ( tr ) of a particle is defined as the time till which a particle remains until it moves into the
24

combustion zone is estimated with Ref. [28] as
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ku
tr   S 2C .
u L T

(8.3)

The total mass of the volatilities released per unit volume is w w' t , with the mass of gaseous
v

v r

fuel released per unit volume M m M m w . Hence, the increase in mass of the fuel is due of
fuel

CH4

v

m
the presence of volatilities. The M CH
is the mass of methane per unit volume. The increased
4

equivalence ratio is then given by

s 17.2(

M mfuel
M mair

) act .

(8.4)

The coefficient 17.2 in Eq. (8.4) comes from the ratio of the methane mass to the air mass when

 1 . The total heat energy released during combustion is equal to the sum of energy released
during combustion of methane and by the coal dust volatilities. Hence, the total heat capacity is
given by the formula
4rs3 s

C C C
T

p

s

n.



3

(8.5)

s

Due to the increase in the local equivalence ratio, the flame temperature ( T 'f ) increases which is
used in the Seshadri formulation [28]. The flame temperature is calculated to determine the
laminar flame speed ( S L' )
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Fig. 8.1: The modified flame temperature (for methane air with combustible particles) vs the
equivalence ratio at particle size of 75 m.

Fig. 8.2: The modified flame speed (for methane air with combustible particles) vs the equivalence
ratio for the particle size 75 m.
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B (1/mols)

3.5106


(kg/m3 )
u

1.135

ku (kJ/msK)

0.52104

s (kg/m3 )

1000

E (kJ/mol)

88.8

C p (kJ/kg.K)

2.22

Ru (kJ/mol.K)

8.314103

Cs (kJ/kg.K)

1.26

Table 8.2: Some physical parameters used in the study [22]

The volatilities released during the combustion of inert particles result in the increase in the
*

flame velocity. Since the laminar flame speed ( SL ) changes to ( S d ,L ) there is a change
observed in properties such as the coefficient of DL, time taken to reach the wall and skirt. Since,
*

the combustible particles increase the burning rate S ,L > S .
d
L
8.2. Inert Dust
Non-combustible particles suspended in the air of coal mines are called inert particles. Since they
don’t combust, unlike the previous combustible case there is no energy produced by them.
However, the chemical energy released during combustion process is used to increase the
temperature of the sand particles. These inert particles having higher temperature heat capacity,
requires more heat to raise its temperature as compared to the air-fuel mixture. In a case where
air-fuel mixture of equivalence ratio ( ) combusts, we have
2  O 3.76N

CH
4

2

2 H O 7.52N 4 1  O .

CO
2

2

2

2

(8.7)

2

A mole of the air-fuel mixture with 7.52 moles of N2 reacts with 2 moles of O2 to form the

products. Hence, for a given equivalence ratio, the heat release rate from the air fuel mixture is
given by



Q   T T
b

u



 n

air

C n



p

product

9.52


.

(8.8)
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Here,  and n product are the stoichiometric ratio and the number of moles of the burning products.
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FIG. 8.3: The modified flame temperature (due to inert particles) vs the concentration of inert
particles.

FIG. 8.4: The modified planar flame speed (due to inert particles) vs the concentration of inert
particles

The modified flame temperature T f** is given by
T f** 

Q Lv

n
9.52



p

product

s

s

Tu .

(8.9)
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air

 C n

n' C
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Unlike combustible particles which have a positive effect on the planar flame speed, the inert
particles reduce the planar flame speed. The inert particles act as a heat sink, reducing the planar
flame speed. The modified planar flame speed due to inert particles is given by S **
.
L

8.3. Combination of Combustible and Inert Dust
In fact, both combustible and inert particles may be present. There is a phenomenon where there
is both heat addition due to combustibles and the heat sink effect due to inert particles. The
consequent flame temperature is given by the average of both modified flame temperature due to
only combustible particles ( T f* ) and modified flame temperature due to only due to inert
particles ( Tf** ), T f*** (T *f T **f ) / 2 . Due to the heat sink effect of the inert particle and the

effective equivalence increase due to combustibles. Consequently, the effective modified flame
temperature is found to be intermediate to both inert and combustible particles, for a given
equivalence ratio and concentration. The planar flame is observed to follow the same trend.

Fig. 8.5: The modified flame temperature (due to combined of both particles) vs the concentration of
combined particles
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Fig. 8.6: The modified planar flame speed (due to combined of both particles) vs the concentration of
combined particles.

9 RESULTS and DISCUSSION (Dusty-Gaseous Environment)
Figure 9.1 demonstrates the effect of gas compression on flame acceleration in the presence of
combustible dust. Specifically, small (rs 10m) and relatively larger (rs 75m) dust
particles are considered,  0.7 and c 120g / cm3 in both cases. The event of no particles is
d

also presented and compared. Combustible dust promotes the flame velocity; and the smaller the
particles the stronger acceleration is. According to Fig. 9.1a, the relative reduction in Z tip (t wall )
due to gas compression is 8% for rs 10m , 5% for rs 75m and 4% for the event of no

dust. As for the flame tip velocity, Fig. 9.1b, the relative reduction in U tip (t wall ) constitutes 19%
for rs 10m , 12 % for rs 75m and 11% for no dust. Consequently, gas compression

moderates methane-air-dust flame acceleration, and the effect appears even stronger than that for
33

gaseous combustion.
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(a)

(b)
FIG. 9.1: Comparison of the incompressible (dashed) and compressible (solid) formulations: evolution
of the flame tip position Z tip (a) and its velocity U tip (b) for methane-air flames of equivalence ratio

 0.7 in the presence of combustible dust of concentration cd 120g / cm3 and mean particle radii
rs 10m, 75m .
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(a)

(b)
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(c)

(d)
FIG. 9.2: Comparison of the incompressible (dashed) and compressible (solid) formulations: maximal
coordinate Z tip (t wall ) (a,c) and velocity U tip (t wall ) (b,d), attained by the tip of methane-air-dust
flames of various equivalence ratios  0.7, 0.8, 1.0 during the finger acceleration, versus the
concentration cd of combustible (a,b) and inert (c,d) dust of particle radius rs 75m .
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(a)

(b)

FIG. 9.3: Comparison of incompressible (dashed) and compressible (solid) formulations: evolution of
the flame tip position Z tip (a) and its velocity U tip (b) for methane-air flames of equivalence ratio

 0.7 for no dust as well as in the presence of combustible and/or inert dust of concentration
cd 120g / cm3 and mean particle radius rs 10m .
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The dependences of Z tip (t wall ) and U tip (t wall ) versus the particle concentration are presented in
Fig. 9.2 for rs 75m and various . Here, Fig. 9.2 (a,b) are devoted to combustible dust, while
inert dust is shown in Figs. 9.2 (c,d). In is seen that unlike the particle size, the concentration
influences the flame dynamics much weaker: the effect is really minor for combustible dust, and
it is moderate for inert particles.
Finally, the flame evolutions in the situations of no dust, combustible dust, inert dust, and their
combination are compared in Fig. 9.3 for  0.7 , cd 120g / cm3 , and rs 10m . It is observed

that both combustible and inert particles provide noticeable deviations from the no-dust curves
by promoting/moderating flame acceleration, respectively. When both combustible and inert dust
present in the mixture, their impacts oppose each other such that their net effect resembles that of
no dust. Still, the relative effect of combustible dust exceeds that of inert one. The influence of
gas compression is also seen. Qualitatively, Fig. 9.3a shows the relative reduction in Z tip (t wall )

due to gas compression to be 4% for no dust, also 4% for inert dust, 8% for combustible dust and
6% for their combination. As for the flame tip velocity, Fig. 9.3b, gas compression provides the
relative reduction in U tip (t wall ) of 11% for no dust, of 10% for inert particles, of 18% for

combustible particles, and of 14% for their combination.

10 CONCLUSIONS
In this work, the incompressible theory of methane-air/dust flame acceleration in a mining
passage [22] is validated by incorporating the effect of gas compression into the analysis. It is
shown that gas compression moderates flame acceleration, and its impact depends on various
39

thermal-chemical parameters. The relative role of gas compression (as compared to the
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predictions [22]) is quantified for a variety of parameters such as , rs , cd , and it appeared to

be stronger for dusty-gaseous environments as compared to purely gaseous combustion.
As a result, the intrinsic accuracy of the formulation [22] for a given set of parameters is
identified. While the effect of compressibility is minor (3-5% reduction) for lean and rich flames,
thereby justifying the incompressible formulation in that case, it is significant (up to 22%
reduction) for near-stoichiometric methane-air combustion. Furthermore, in contrast to the
incompressible prediction, the solution to Eq. (5.24) for Z tip (t wall ) demonstrates a qualitatively
different, monotonic dependence on , Fig. 7.2a, thereby yielding that gas compression may
actually control acceleration for reach flames,  ~ 1.1 .

A more accurate predictive scenario was obtained for fire explosions in gaseous and dusty-gas
mining environments by taking into account compressibility. Since, all liquids are compressible,
we can get more accuracy by accounting in for compressibility. The effect of compressibility
was maximum for near-stoichiometric air fuel mixtures and minimal for lean mixtures.
Through the study of dusty particles, it was clearly seen that inert particles could be used to
mitigate mine fires. Additionally, the study of flame propagation in a dusty fire scenario reveled
that compressibility had the maximal impact in case of explosions in mines having combustible
dusts and least for mining scenarios with inert dust particles. This effect is due to the local
equivalence ratio increase and heat sink effect of the combustible and inert particles respectively.
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